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Jupiter: analogue for extra-solar radiation belts
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Brown dwarf radiation belts [Kao+2023, Nature]



1) Space plasma physics in a unique natural laboratory

To answer to the universal question: where do energetic 
charged particles come from, how are they accelerated, 

transported, and lost?

Unique configuration: strong magnetic field, fast planetary 
rotation, volcanic moon, rings…

Unique regime: high fluxes at high kinetic energies

➢ Electron Pitch Angle Distribution provide insight into 

the dominant physical processes

Why study the Jovian radiation belts?



Why study the Jovian radiation belts?

2) Planetary science: weathering of the moon surfaces

Credit: NASA/JPL

➢ Electron Pitch Angle Distribution defines the dose received at each location on a moon surface



Why study the Jovian radiation belts?

By studying the Jovian radiation belts:

1) Space plasma physics
2) Planetary science: moon weathering

3) Hazard for artificial satellites (electronics, solar panels)

➢ The Radiation Monitor of JUICE (RADEM) will 

observe 0.5% of the sky. 

Anisotropy of the radiation?

The bread-board model of JUICE-RADEM. Credit: Patryk Socha

>1 MeV electrons



Energetic charged particle detectors onboard:

Past

• 1970s: NASA Pioneer 10-11, Voyager 1-2

• 1992: ESA Ulysses

• 1995-2003: NASA Galileo (equatorial orbiter)

Present

• 2016 – now: NASA Juno (polar orbiter)

Future

• 2030s: ESA JUICE, NASA Europa-Clipper (equatorial)

In-situ exploration of the Jovian radiation belts

Magnetic coordinates

>10 MeV electronsJUICE, Europa-Clipper
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➢ Amongst orbiters, only Galileo for the anisotropy of >1 

MeV electrons



The Galileo Energetic Particle Detector (EPD)

➢ On the spinning platform of Galileo (spin period of 
20 seconds). 

➢ 4π sr coverage every 160 seconds

➢ EPD-LEMMS for electrons:
Energy-resolved channels from 20 keV to 1 MeV

Integral channels for >1 MeV and >10 MeV electrons

Galileo-EPD, Figure from Williams+1992

Galileo – EPD (1995-2003)



Results: The anisotropy of >1 MeV electrons at Jupiter

➢ Only 26 hours of data in total

Pancake = normal and/or wave 
acceleration?

Isotropic = PA scattering?

Butterfly = wave acceleration?

Field-aligned = auroral 
acceleration?



Results: Field-aligned distributions of >1 MeV electrons

➢ Galileo-EPD reveals that

auroral acceleration injects

>1 MeV electrons in the 

Jovian magnetosphere

➢ Do these electrons remain

trapped?



The anisotropy of >1 MeV electrons at Jupiter

➢ Only 26 hours of data in total

Pancake = normal and/or wave 
acceleration?

Isotropic = PA scattering?

Butterfly = wave acceleration?

Field-aligned = auroral 
acceleration?

Focus on a time period of 
interest at R = 19 Rj
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1996-310, R=18 Rj

Persistent field-
aligned
distributions at 
Ek < 300 keV

a
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1996-310, R=18 Rj

Persistent field-
aligned
distributions at 
Ek < 300 keV

Persistent field-
aligned
distributions for >1 
MeV electrons

Something else for 
>10 MeV electrons
(see next slide)
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13Results: Electron PADs observed at R=18 Rj in 1996-310

20 keV electrons

>1 MeV electrons

>10 MeV electrons
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• For >1 MeV and >10 MeV electrons, we may have the superposition of:
- A pancake (in blue)
- A field-aligned distribution (in red)

20 keV electrons

>1 MeV electrons

>10 MeV electrons

Results: Electron PADs observed at R=18 Rj in 1996-310
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Conclusions and future work

During its 8-year tour, Galileo collected 26 hours of >1 MeV electron anisotropy data.

1) Space plasma physics: 
• The Jovian aurorae may be a significant source of trapped MeV

electrons in the middle magnetosphere
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• The Jovian aurorae may be a significant source of trapped MeV

electrons in the middle magnetosphere

2) Moon surface weathering: 
The Pitch Angle Distribution of >1 MeV electrons is now constrained. 

How does it change our understanding of moon surface weathering? 

-> Collaborations with UC Berkeley and Georgia Tech
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Conclusions and future work
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1) Space plasma physics: 
• The Jovian aurorae may be a significant source of trapped MeV

electrons in the middle magnetosphere

2) Moon surface weathering: 
The Pitch Angle Distribution of >1 MeV electrons is now constrained. 

How does it change our understanding of moon surface weathering? 

-> Collaborations with UC Berkeley and Georgia Tech

3)  Hazard for artificial satellites: 

JUICE-RADEM will indeed inform on the omnidirectional flux.

However, the Jovian radiation belts will remain largely unexplored and poorly understood…

➢ The COMPASS mission proposal



COMPASS: exploring the extremes of Jupiter’s radiation belts
(Comprehensive Observations of Magnetospheric Particle Acceleration, Sources, and Sinks)

A Heliophysics Mission Concept Study for the American Heliophysics decadal survey
PI: George Clark, JHU/APL
Presented by Quentin Nénon, IRAP, on behalf of the COMPASS team
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+ PLANETARY SPACE WEATHER



COMPASS: a single satellite that would explore the radiation belts of Jupiter
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COMPASS: Payload tailored to radiation belts

Planetary space weather: 

• How can we constrain the interplanetary conditions upstream of the Jovian magnetosphere? (solar wind propagation? ENA 
observations?)

• What is the influence of interplanetary conditions on the Jovian radiation belts? 23
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The COMPASS team

European partners
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